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Members: please update
your contact details
including e-mail, phone
and postal addresses –
contact Membership
Secretary Colin Gaudion
at lechivret@cwgsy.net,
or call 264218

Visit our Website
at www.trees.gg
and our Facebook
page for updates

2014 AGM
The Magical Day in the Park
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Our AGM will be taking place on Tuesday 4th November at the
Candie Lecture Theatre. The meeting will start at 7pm and
will be followed by a talk by Olly Brock on Construction and
Protecting Trees. Look forward to seeing you there!

The Great Guernsey Snowstorm of 2013
Andy McCutcheon

I’m something of a weather watcher,
me. Meteorology holds an enduring
fascination, whether it’s monitoring
a hurricane tracking across the
Atlantic on the latest weather app or
just observing a simple cold front
passing over the Channel Islands. We
all depend on what is probably the
least dependable thing of all.
We are fortunate in Guernsey that
we do not suffer the extremes of
weather encountered in other parts
of the world. Tornadoes, monsoons,
ice storms, typhoons and hurricanes
are things which happen to other
people. We’re more of a temperate
and level headed kind of a place
with a gentler climate that wouldn’t
say “boo!” to an isobar. So when on
March 10th 2013 the Met Office issued a weather warning for Guernsey
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for a major snow storm
replete with blizzards and
snow drifts it seemed more
than a little surreal.
But what followed was real
enough. Over the next 36
hours the heaviest March
snowfall ever recorded at the
Airport (16cm) conspired with
bitterly cold gale force easterlies to produce 8 foot snow
drifts causing island wide
chaos. Although the snow
clung around a few days it
melted away leaving no trace.
But the impact of the blizzard
has left its mark on parts of
the Guernsey landscape for
years to come for it brought
down many mighty old trees
some of which had stood for 8

Taken two days after the blizzard; the
airport had just reopened, shows the
drifts against the glass
Photo: A McCutcheon

generations or more.
So what is the legacy of this singular
event and what does it mean for the
treescape of Guernsey? In truth no
one knows exactly how many trees
came down. We know that the
Police had to deal with at least 60
separate incidents where trees had
blocked roads and in some cases
crashed into houses.
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GMOTT works with Partners to plant more trees in 2014
This planting season Men of the Trees has planted a
total of 346 trees on 4 sites, with sponsorship from the
Rotary Club, Waitrose, private landowners and
residents, who have also helped with the hands-on
planting and maintenance, together with the Guernsey
Scouts.
Two sites on Delancey Park were planted: a community
orchard with 20 fruit trees and a walnut, and a mixed
planting scheme of 80 native trees on cleared land to
the north-east of the bowling green.
Waitrose staff and Partners helped to finance and plant
the community orchard, and the Rotary Club of
Guernsey helped to finance and plant the other 80
trees. Many thanks are due to these volunteers, and the
volunteers who have kept the areas watered over the
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summer months.
We have also planted 70 trees in a field at Rue des
Escaliers, St Martin, with the help of the Scouts.
Residents of Les Prins Estate helped with the planting
of 175 trees grouped on five communal grass areas at
Les Prins, and financial assistance was provided by the
Residents’ Association.
Join Men of the Trees and Get Involved
If you are happy to be a sleeping member, that is
great and we really appreciate your membership fees,
but if you would like to be more involved in tree
planting, maintenance, organising events and talks, or
fundraising, please get in touch and let us know!

If you would like to nominate a planting site, sponsor a planting or help to plant or maintain young trees,
please contact Andy by telephone: 07781 110180 or email: treeman@cwgsy.net

Magical Day in the Park
From 7th to 9th July 2014 Floral Guernsey organised
a major free event in Saumarez Park billed as the
biggest educational activities event for schools ever
held in Guernsey. The Guernsey Society of the Men of
the Trees in association with the Guernsey Tree
Warden Scheme supported this event by presenting a
45 minute Tree Trail to 12 groups of children from
schools across the island over the three days.
We had a great bunch of volunteers for our event,
these are some of the activities we did with the 264
children, who ranged from reception to Year 4:
Talking about parts of the tree - roots, trunk,
branches, crown, leaves etc, and what each does
Tree identification using a leaf sheet, bark and
general shape, comparing different trees
Bark rubbing with wax crayons, both on the tree logs
and the living trees

How to estimate a tree’s age by measuring the girth in

centimetres, dividing by 5 and multiplying by 2
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Natural tree art - making a tree using
natural materials students found in the
immediate area

Examining insects on the bark of the logs and
slime mould on the pile of log chips
Looking at the different rings of the trunk,
bark, phloem, sapwood, heartwood etc
Drawing a tree in the worksheets
Discovering what grows on trees, lichen, ivy
etc
Discussing what plants, animals, insects and
birds live in and on the trees

Estimating tree age by
counting rings from the
felled logs.

Children and adults
alike had a great time,
thanks to everyone
who gave their time
and enthusiasm THANK YOU
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The Great Guernsey Snowstorm of 2013
Andy McCutcheon
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We also know that the hard working be. Guernsey is, by the standards of
arboricultural contractors called
previous centuries, probably better
upon in Guernsey’s hour of need put treed since before the arrival of
in many thousands of valued hours
Man on the island. According to the
between them to clear up the mess. Habitat Survey, commissioned by
Work which continued well into this the Environment Department, the
year! The vast majority of trees
tree cover on the island was 5.98%
which came down were evergreen, in 2010 and is likely to be the same
such as Monterey pine, Monterey
today if not higher. How come? Well
cypress, Leyland cypress
& Evergreen oak. But I
was also shown English
oaks, trees I would
regard as solid and
unyielding, which had
failed as a result of the
colossal snow and wind
loadings. In most cases
such trees fell down
because they grew on
the edge of a bank
where they were not
able to produce a full root
Monterey cypress down in Saumarez park
Note how shallow the root plate is
system on all sides.
Failures were widespread right
across the island. I heard of more
than one case where all the trees in
a garden had to be felled because
they were damaged beyond the
point of saving. Perhaps one of the
worst hit public places was the Pine
forest in St Martin’s where the
population of trees was decimated.
All told it is estimated that well
over a thousand trees were lost that
day in the island.
So has it been an arboricultural
disaster on a grand scale? Well, no
actually. Surprised? You shouldn’t
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the tree cover referred to relates to
woodland and groups of trees but
does not include individual trees.
Trees lost in woodland situations
are soon compensated for by the
survivors which are well placed to
take advantage of the extra light
and nutrients afforded by the death
of their immediate neighbours.
Nature, as they say, abhors a
vacuum. Homeowners, however,
have felt the loss where they have
lost prized trees, lost their privacy
and suddenly feel very exposed.

Leaning but not quite down. An Evergreen oak, one of
several trees which came down in Saumarez park
Photo: copyright Richard Lord

So what now? It is
sad to see the loss
of so many fine
trees in Guernsey
as a result of one
exceptional snow
storm. But their
loss can provide
the opportunity to
plant replacements
for future generations to enjoy as
long as careful
consideration is
given to the site

Subscribe to
Men of the
Trees
The Aims & Objectives of The Guernsey
Society of the Men of the Trees are:
- To encourage the protection, preservation and planting of trees throughout the
Bailiwick of Guernsey either by giving
advice or financial assistance.
- To foster among the inhabitants of the
Bailiwick an awareness and appreciation
of trees for their amenity, ecological and
other values.
To join contact Colin Gaudion at
lechivret@cwgsy.net, or call 264218

and to what the rationale is for
planting. It may be that the loss of
old trees allows space, light and air
for the remaining survivors to thrive.
When planting trees the most
important stage is the thinking about
it before you buy and plant! Before
rushing to plant a replacement, ask
yourself what you want from a new
tree: is it for wildlife value, shelter,
screening, autumn colour or perhaps
a combination of these.
Placement of new trees is important.
To avoid future direct damage from
the growth of stems and root
buttresses do not plant too close to
walls or other structures and you
should take account of any
underground services.
Choosing what species can mean you
are spoilt for choice because of the
huge range available. I always
encourage land owners to consider
context when choosing what to
plant. For example in more rural
areas of the island one should be
sympathetic to the landscape and
the species selected should reflect
that. Here only native or naturalised
species should be selected such as
English oak, Small leafed lime and
Sweet chestnut.
Ash should be avoided for the time
being until we know more about any
natural resistance there might be to
Chalara Ash dieback, outbreaks of
which are now widespread in the
Mainland and which threaten to
irrevocably alter the landscape of
Britain.

